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Abstract 

Counseling and representation of professional athletes has  become a necessity, due to the increasing 
professionalism of sport. The consecrated specialist of regulation, which specifies the psychosocial and legal 
role, is the players’ agent. The harmonization of the anticipative expectances and the ones of the prescribed 
expectance offers the possibility of delimitation, understanding and assimilation of the players’ agent role, the 
morality and correctitude being the fundamental characteristics of its personality.   
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Introduction   

 

Football development took place within the social system from each country, in conjunction with the 
political, economical, legal systems, being simultaneously created professions like: professional athlete, coach, 
players’ agent, specialized managers, etc. Along with promoting the sport as health, educational and social 
understanding factor, the professional athletes by their personality acknowledged socially, become media factors 
within some humanitarian and charitable campaigns, public health, social work, advertising, product advertising, 
their sphere being constantly extended. These issues imply for the athlete a series of psychosocial reports, of 
legal nature, from the sportive perspective, and with the social environment whose part it is, being respected the 
labor and social safety legislation, the sportive legislation, and also the economic and financial one. Therefore, it 
has become increasingly for professional athletes to seek assistance from individuals with legal, economic, 
sportive, financial and managerial (interdisciplinary) training, for managing its patrimony and interests. The 
specialist who has the necessary capacities for representing the professional athletes is the players’ agent, 
profession legally acknowledged within the activities of negotiation, contracts’ signing, transfers, prevention and 
settlement of litigations, personal counseling, decision taking and other situations that could even be related to 
the athletes’ personal life.  

The players’ agents develop their activity based on some authorizations issued by the Football 
Federations from each country, based on an examination that takes place to the same date, under the authority of 
the International Football Federation – Association. In the regulation of this institutions, there are specified 
duties and responsibilities of clubs and a series of special provisions that regulate the counseling activity, transfer 
management, etc. In each country where there is a football federation, it is governing the Players’ Agent 
Regulation (from Romania) that obliges the athletes to call on the agents that have an authorization or authorized 
lawyers, in case of transfers, contracts and other cases specified above. The players’ agent develops its activity 
based on the agreement concluded with athletes or with the sport clubs.  
 
Aim 

 

The social role of the football players’ agent has received little research attention in the psychosocial 
literature. The perception of the players’ agent role is deformed in some cases, especially in the media, where it 
is told that player X is the property of Y or it is talked about the value of use as economic value, these being 
images that locate the agent’s role in a context related to feudalism. “The body, object or instrument, has to be 
taken care of and assured. The piano and violin players assure their fingers, the ballerinas – their legs, the 
acrobats – everything.  

The athletes do the dame thing, negotiating the amounts with the profile companies, according to the 
motto, better safe than sorry.” It is only one of the situations that have to be managed by the players’ agent, for 
the athlete’s interest and in the legal spirit. In this paper we want to emphasize the complex psychosocial role of 
the agent profession, in the context of the tumultuous development of sport and extension of professionalism to 
more and more sport branches.    
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Methods 

 

For the elaboration of this paper we used the analogy as method through which there were extrapolated 
the theories of the social role of different orientations, to the specific of the players’ agent activity.  
The role concept is found in neo-behaviorism, cognitive, in social teaching theories, having the central position 
within the system of interaction orientation. The analyses of the international, national and personal experience 
were oriented towards the following directions: 1. Personal separation that enters in interaction during the 
managing process; 2. Comparison of their conduits (similarities, interests, differences, etc.); 3. Relation sets (per 
themes) between persons and conduits. 4. Quality criteria concerning the experience of the players’ agent 
(specialized knowledge, authorization, moral integrity, fair play).     
 

The social role of the players’ agent profession   

 
Terminologically,  the role concept occurred in the context of performing arts, characterizing the actor’s 

performances within a show and from here, it was taken by psychology and sociology, making reference to the 
function fulfilled by a person that has a special position – in our case – the players’ agent, within a special social 
context, since the person is interacting with other persons and its role is partially determined by the roles played 
by these (Galu, 1988). The role concept had a trans-disciplinary evolution, the contributions being of 
anthropological, sociological, psychological, economical nature, and in our case, sportive. The elements of the 
players’ agent role, by analogy, can be found in the works of W. James, concerning „the self”, G. Mead seeing 
„the ego in mirror”, whose essence is represented by those,  so the fundament for the formation of the 
representation of the individual about itself and formation of its personally is the others representation about it, 
of those with whom it interacts, where it can see its face in a mirror, external appearance,  manners, purposes,  
actions.    
Adopting other’s role (of the athlete) by agent, “understanding the outside view, through the eyes of the partner 
of interaction, seems to be the main condition for achieving the interaction between these two”.   

Bidlle and Thomas (1972) propose more terminological classes for classifying the elements that are part 
of the roles’ theory (adopted by us):  

 
1. Separation of persons that enter in interaction during the managing process, meaning, the agent (person, 
ego, self) that behaves according to its duties, nuanced by its own personality and training and the athlete (target, 
alter ego, non-self), the one that sustains the relation determined by agent and its role. The agent has a central 
position in this relation, and the athlete occupies the contraposition, being the partner of the person, both being in 
mutual relations. In case the relation is seen from the athlete, this becomes the person from the central position.  

It results from above that the agent’s action has to be seen in the athlete’s presence, in report with it, 
their roles being connected by factors of similarity, complementarily, friendship, even paternalism, etc.  

 
2. Comparison of the relational conduits, with role of expectance, norms, action performances, 

assessment, sanction 

 
The expectance appears as general point of view, concerning the manner how the agent has to defend 

sometimes some discordance, following the erroneous perception of reality.  These dissonances are caused most 
of the times by spare information or perception of some non-essential elements for assessing the agent’s 
performance ( Puscoci, 2011) The expectances are differentiated based, on one side, on their anticipation nature 
and on the other side, based on their normative nature, which regulates the role. Mc. David and E. Harari talk 
about the role predictive expectance and role prescribed (of status) expectance.  

The quality of the anticipation expectance depends on the perceptive concordance of the athlete and 
knowledge of the professional status requests (regulated) of the players’ agent. The continuity of the interaction 
experience between agent and player represents an essential factor of expectance, into a new situation.  Also, 
another qualitative factor of experience is the knowledge of what it represents “it should” or “it must”. 

The normative expectance represents the rights and obligations of the players’ agent, which allow 
having the position of the given role. Normativity contains the rights and obligations of the players’ agent in 
exercising its role or, stipulated in the normative acts of the International Football Federation and of the 
Romanian Football Federation (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 1 Rights of players’ agent  

 
 

 
Fig. 2. System of obligations of players’ agent  
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The role performance is represented by the conduit manifested by agent to a certain point, which is relevant in 
report with the particular role that is played. In report with the normative expectance (expresses the conduit 
request of the given role), the role performance is represented by the conduit manifested to a certain point by the 
agent. There are significant variations in exercising the same role in different situations. If we say that obtaining 
a higher profit from transferring an athlete is one of the functions of the agent role, this can exercise this function 
by comparisons, by presenting some real perspectives for player, etc., and in all cases, the agents shall answer to 
one of the expectances of its role. Being given these situations, the role theory categorize the role performaces, 
not based on the specific performance conduit in exercising the role, byt depending on the reasons of this 
conduit. The role conduit can be classified as labor performance, athletic performance or classed in terms as 
purpose of the played conduit, how it would be to convince a patron to accept the correct (favorable) amount for 
a transfer.  
The role performance is clarified based on its nature and finality, and not based on the legal and moral means 
used, acting within the limits imposed by the functions and expectances related to the role  (P. Golu 1988). The 
variations of the role performance are generated by the level of implication of the agent in role, of its legal, 
sportive, economic and managerial training.   
 

Assessment and sanction. Biddle and Thomas (1966) consider that „the assessment is the expression of 
approval or disapproval of the role conduit, of ours and not others, and the sanction  is applied for the self or 
other’s conduit, that tries to obtain the continuity or change of role conduit”. In other words, the person applies 
corrections over its conduit in order to maintain the conduit corresponding to its personality or changes its 
conduit, depending on situation, context, interlocutor, etc. (Dragnea, 2006). In essence, the assessment implies a 
positive or negative opinion regarding the conduit manifested in special cases (transfer, contract, representation, 
etc.) and the sanction (self-sanction or auto-regulation) tries to mention or change of conduit. In this situations, 
the role conduit will be assessed and positively sanctioned when is in concordance with the normative 
expectance and vice-versa. The assessment and sanction can have an external or internal source, can be visible or 
hidden. Applied from outside, the sanctions of the players’ agent can be: deterrence, blam vote, advertisement, 
fee, suspension of authorization, cancellation of authorization. The external assessments (by others) can be 
interiorized, becoming values of the players’ agent. “The socialization” of the agent is produced after this 
acknowledges and assimilates the procedures of the FIFA, UEFA and FRF regulations that become governing 
factors for its own conduit.  
 

Conduit, personality features – behavior   

The combination behavior – personality, determine together the concept of role and position (according 
to Secord and Bachman,1984), that designate the specific place a person (in our case, the players’  agent) has 
within the social structure. Goffman (1968) finds a full analogy between the situations from the real life and 
theatrical representations. He sees the members of the society like being actors. Within the social interaction, the 
human is able not only to see itself with partner’s eyes, but to correct its conduit according to the expectations of 
interlocutors, in case of communication, so it creates about itself a very favorable impression and to obtain the 
best profit.   

The information sources about the players’ agent are the external appearance (clothing, attitudes, motor 
equilibrium, dialogue conduit, gestures, etc.), the experience obtained following the previous interactions, the 
environment is part of usually (the preferred group of people), but the most significant information about agent 
can be found in its words and actions, more correctly said, the concordance between “said” and “done”, 
controllable factors that it can direct. Maneuvering these factors, the players’ agents can create in the eyes of 
others, that image about themselves that would serve them the best.  E. Goffman calls it „mask”, in analyzing 
the fulfillment of role. In this are contained the standard means of expression (verbal habits), used voluntarily 
and sometimes involuntarily, when they become clichés. The same author considers that during the process of 
social interaction, the person shall adapt to the situation, by self-mask, fulfilling different roles, foreign to its 
personality or like a cynical rook. It creates the impression that it fulfills correctly its role. How can we control 
these situations? By analyzing the facts, objective expression, comparisons, details request, consulting the laws 
and regulations, etc. we consider that the role of the players’ agent must be fulfilled without violating the laws in 
force. Therefore, the essential features of its personality must be the morality and correctitude.   
 
Conclusions   

The correct perception of the players’ role agent implies a complex, trans-disciplinary approach, determined by 
the analysis of the sportive, psychological, social and legal stature.   
Understanding and the “game” of players’ agent role implies the focus on many factors: managed subjects, 
manger and athlete’s conduit, sets of mutual relations and quality criteria of the accomplished existence.   
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The fundament on the formation of self representation of the players’ agent is the representation of others, with 
whom it interacts. The quality of representation depends on behavior, nuanced by its own personality and 
perception by the person with who it interacts.  
In exercising its role, the players’ agent has the real position and the partner (the athlete) a counter position. In 
case the relation is seen from the athlete’s perspective, this becomes the person in the central position.   
Between the expectances, as point of view concerning the manner how it has to be accomplished the role of 
players’ agent and its activity can appear dissonances due to the erroneous perception of reality.   
The expectances are differentiated, on one side, based on their anticipation nature, and on the other side, based 
on their normative nature, and so we have the predicative role expectance and the prescribed or normative role 
expectance.   
The normative expectance represents the rights and obligations of the players’ agent.   
The role performance of the players’ agent is assessed in report with meeting or missing, partially or globally, of 
the object of its activity. The assessment is the expression of approval or disapproval of the role conduit, and the 
sanction is applied in relation with maintaining or changing the role conduit.   
The role conduit is strongly influenced by agent’s personality features (that can become assessing criteria) 
correlated with the role requests. The essential features of the players’ agent are the morality and correctitude.   
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